Now you can deploy the most
comprehensive, cloud-based,
AI-powered phishing protection
available, built for People.

Phishing, the primary attack vector in 80 percent of security incidents, is the number one
threat to companies like yours today, and volume is up 47% Q1 of this year. While most
security tools are focused only on email phishing attacks, your employees are being
bombarded with malicious content links in web browsers, social media and messaging
apps at an increasing rate. Social media attacks now represent one quarter of all
phishing attacks and there are 75 times as many phishing sites as malware sites on the
internet. Email protection alone is NOT enough!

PhishCloud Protection Platform for Business

PhishCloud Protection Platform for Business is the standard for phishing protection
across all digital platforms. Our patented technonlogy empowers people to spot phishing
attacks in real-time, making it as simple as a traffic light - red for malicious, yellow for
suspicious, green for safe - so that they make the right decisions, reducing risk across
email, web, social media and messaging applications.

Cloud-based Endpoint
Phishing Protection
Email, Web, Social Media,
Messaging apps.
Simple Use & Administration
Real-time Metrics & Alerting
Reality-based User Training

PhishCloud fortifies IT with full visibility into the malicious content their users are seeing
so that they can focus on the real threats, with real-time attribution and contextual event
data. Automatically block bad links from being clicked, notify users in real time so they
are immediately aware of threats, and deliver reality-based training as it happens.
• Avoid risky clicks with intelligent, traffic-light-style visual indicators that clearly identify
safe, suspicious, or malicious content in email, web browsers, social media and
messaging apps.
• Automatically block malicious content before it can do damage.
• Significantly reduce the time to risk prediction, incident prediction, and incident
response with real-time attribution reporting.
• Take advantage of machine learning and AI technology that protects your users from
threats seen across the globe.
• Integrate data streams with your existing tools and workflows, including SIEM platforms.
• Reduce risk across multiple email, browser, social media and messaging application
platforms.
• Deliver targeted training to employees, in real-time, based on malicious content seen.
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Always On: Our US-based, AWS cloud infrastructure is built to scale quickly and is
always on and always learning with AI technology designed to automatically protect
customers from threats seen around the globe.
Easy to Implement: Designed for any size customer, PhishCloud employs a
light-weight agent that protects the employee wherever they go. PhishCloud’s
deployment is flexible, supporting AD and SSO integrations.
Broad Technology Support: PhishCloud supports the broad array of digital
platforms and applications, including email, web browsers, search engines, social
media applications and coporate messaging applications. And additional platforms
and applications are coming soon!

Why You Need PhishCloud?
Mind the Gap: If you are only protecting against
email phishing, you have a gap in your security
architecture. PhishCloud protects against
phishing across all digital platforms, not just
email.
People are Going to Click: 20% of employees
are going to click on phishing links, and 68% go
on to enter credentials and other data. Your
employees need clear, highly visbile and real-time
indicators of which links are malicious, suspicious
or safe.
IT Has Limited or NO Visibility: When your
users see or click on malicious links, your IT and
Security teams have no visibility and therefore
cannot react in time to protect your organization.
PhishCloud not only delivers real-time visibility but
also allows for blocking and notification of
malicious or suspicious links to mitigate risk
before it happens.
Save IT Firefighting Time: Only 3% of users
report phishing attacks, and when they do, IT
spends time chasing false positives with little data
to go on. PhishCloud delivers full attribution data,
in context, so you know what happened, when it
happend, and who was involved, speeding your
response time.

Built for Security & Privacy: PhishCloud is built with security and compliance in
mind: anonymized data for privacy, encrypted data for security, multi-factor
authentication integration, and GDPR, CCPA and HIPAA regulatory compliance.
PhishCloud does not collect or store ANY personal or proprietary data.
Employee and IT Threat Visibility: PhishCloud delivers employee visibility as
simple as a traffic light - red for malicious, yellow for suspicious, green for safe - so
they can make the right decisions when clicking on links or applications. IT and
Security administrators gain complete visibility into the suspicious or malicious
activity that employees see, allowing them to automatically block malicious content,
warn employees in real-time, and investigate malicious activity with proactive threat
attribution and contextual event data.
Deliver Reality-based Training: Now you can deliver real-time, reality-based
training, as malicious content is seen, so that training is ongoing and impactful,
making your employees part of your security architecture, not your weakest link.
Integrates with Existing IT Systems: PhishCloud integrates with your existing
security and workflow tools and platforms, including multiple SIEM platforms, so that
it seamless integrates into your existing workflows.
Be Part of a Growing Global Community: PhishCloud enjoys partnerships that
allows us and our partners to leverage the best data available, enabling us to deliver
proactive intelligence and a global architecture that leverages machine learning
weighted for accuracy and speed, producing new insights that protect your business.

Automated Phishing Detection
As Simple As a Traffic Light!

Users Are NO Longer Your Weakest Link: With
proper training, your users become part of your
security architecture, not it’s weakest link.
PhishCloud delivers on-going, real-time,
reality-based training that makes an impact.
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